Vehicle Valuator for Credit Unions
Obtain Vehicle Values Without Relying on External Sources

Having accurate, reliable information on each loan application is imperative in automobile lending. This requires most credit unions to contract with outside valuation services for the information they need. With Vehicle Valuator from Fiserv, that information is at your fingertips – streamlining loan processes and adding efficiency to your business.

Through an interface to Loancierge® for Credit Unions from Fiserv, Vehicle Valuator enables quick and easy access to national vehicle valuation data without leaving your loan origination system. You’ll have complete, accurate applications and the information you need to make informed lending decisions.

Save Time Through Automation
Vehicle Valuator extends the intuitive navigation, logical workflows and paperless processing tools you already enjoy with Loancierge. Your employees no longer have to consult external resources to obtain valuation information for most vehicles. The values automatically populate the appropriate fields of the loan application, eliminating the need to rekey valuation data.

Vehicle Valuator saves additional time by automatically attaching the valuation to the loan application. You can search for valuations using Vehicle Identification Numbers (VIN) or do a query based on make and model. From the results of the query, you have the control to choose which valuation to attach to your loan application.

Retain Valuation Reports for Future Use
Every valuation request you make is retained within Loancierge for future reference and re-use. Employees can search, view and associate prior vehicle valuation requests with new or existing loans, reducing the need to make new valuation requests. Valuation reports can also be printed for a loan applicant, or saved as an image in your image repository system.

Eliminate Outside Contracts
You no longer need to maintain separate contracts with outside valuation services for loans on passenger cars, commercial trucks and trailers, and light-duty trucks. We contract with valuation data providers so you don’t have to. You have one less third-party relationship to manage, and your credit union saves time, hassle and a step in the application process.
Work With a Trusted Technology Partner

Fiserv has been a leading provider of technology solutions for credit unions for more than 30 years. Vehicle Valuator is the direct result of listening to our clients and responding with tools that increase efficiency, reduce costs and improve member satisfaction.

Key Benefits

- Saves time by obtaining valuation information within Loancierge, instead of accessing an external resource
- Automatically populates loan application fields
- Streamlines recordkeeping by attaching the valuation to the loan application and retaining existing vehicle valuation reports within Loancierge for future reference
- Provides valuation from providers including Kelley Blue Book, NADA and NADA Special Vehicles

Connect With Us

For more information about Vehicle Valuator, call 800-872-7882, email getsolutions@fiserv.com or visit www.fiserv.com.

Fiserv is driving innovation in Payments, Processing Services, Risk & Compliance, Customer & Channel Management and Insights & Optimization, and leading the transformation of financial services technology to help our clients change the way financial services are delivered. Visit www.fiserv.com for a look at what’s next now.